
GWC Week 8:
Strings, Psuedo-Code, 
Practice with functions



“
"I realized that becoming 

a master of karate was 
not about learning 4,000 
moves but about doing 
just a handful of moves 

4,000 times."
— Chet Holmes



Review

● We use functions in programming to be able to reuse 
generic code more than once 

● Functions require a minimum of three things:
○ Function name, a body of code, and a function call
○ Functions are written as:

def func():              ← function name and definition
print(“A”)    ←body of code to execute

func()    ←function call



Review

● There’s two types of functions:
○ Ones that just perform an action 
○ Ones that return an answer and can be used in other 

parts of code





Psuedo-Code

● When writing code, it’s 
helpful to plan out your 
project before you get 
started. 

● Sometimes you won’t know 
the exact syntax you need to 
write code, but writing out 
the logic behind the 
problem can help you solve 
it 

Example:
for i in “katie”:

#find the index  of all       
vowels
#change the vowels
into “*”
#print out the new 
string



String 
Concatenation

● In programming you can 
add two strings together
○ Concatenation means 

combine 
● You can do this by doing 

print(“katie”+”Tooher”)
● You could also do this with 

a loop 



Strings
● You can access the indexes of a string like a list



Strings

● You can access a specific 
index of a string with:
○ aString[i] 
○ [i] is your index

● You can access a substring 
or a portion of a string with:
○ aString[start:end]



Looping through 
Strings

● Like lists or the range 
function, you can loop 
through a string because it 
is indexed 

● for i in bString means for 
each letter in the string 
“katie”



Looping through 
Strings

● Another way to loop 
through a list is using the 
range and length function

● for i in range(len(“Katie”)) 
means for the range of 0 to 
the full length of the string



Partner Activity: Password Maker 1

● Take a string as an input for a function and then change the 
vowels in the string to be “*”

● numbers Write psudeo code 
Hints:
● Define a function 
● We need an empty string 
● We need a for loop:    for i in range(len(aString)):
●



Additional Question (if time)
● Write a function that will change all even integers in a list 

into a “*”
○ Define a function
○ You will need a list of random numbers you can create 

yourself
○ Write a for loop that will loop through the list 
○ Use if statements to say if the current element is even, 

reassign the element with a “*”
○ HINT(if statement): if alist[i]%2 ==0: 
○ This says (if the element at the current index has a remainder of zero if divided 

by 2) 


